Abstract-The recent explosive growth of deep learning is enabling a new generation of intelligent consumer devices. Specialized deep learning inference now provides data analysis capabilities that once required an active cloud connection, while reducing latency and enhancing data privacy. This paper addresses current progress in Edge artificial intelligence (AI) technology in several consumer contexts including privacy, biometrics, eye gaze, driver monitoring systems, and more. New developments and challenges in edge hardware and emerging opportunities are identified. Our previous article, "Deep learning for consumer devices and services," introduced many of the basics of deep learning and AI. In this paper, we explore the current paradigm shift of AI from the data center into CE devices-"Edge-AI." & THIS PAPER FOLLOWS the earlier publication, 1 "Deep learning for consumer devices and services: Pushing the limits for machine learning, and computer vision." That article introduced the basics of deep learning along with the supporting tools and methodologies. Our vision at that time was that new embedded hardware solutions would enable advanced capabilities and features incorporating convolutional neural network (CNN)-based AI across a broad range of Consumer Electronic (CE) devices and services.
& THIS PAPER FOLLOWS the earlier publication, 1 "Deep learning for consumer devices and services: Pushing the limits for machine learning, and computer vision." That article introduced the basics of deep learning along with the supporting tools and methodologies. Our vision at that time was that new embedded hardware solutions would enable advanced capabilities and features incorporating convolutional neural network (CNN)-based AI across a broad range of Consumer Electronic (CE) devices and services.
Since that time, there has been a growing interest and investment by industry into moving key elements of AI away from the cloud toward the sensors and the embedded devices themselves. The movement of AI closer to the device was Cover Article: Edge-AI Cover Article: Edge-AI covered by two special issues of CE magazine 2, 3 near the end of 2016. At that time, industry was focused on OpenFog, an initiative to define a new generation of low-latency services for the Internet-of-things (IoT). But, AI is now moving onto the device itself with many companies and researchers focusing on developing FPGA-based solutions 4 and, most recently, embedded AI hardware accelerators. 5, 6 Most of the large semiconductor manufacturers are working on a new generation of AI accelerator chipsets and the widespread deployment of neural networks on the device itself. In fact, such technology is already incorporated into the latest generation of mobile handsets, high-end television panels, professional digital cameras, and many new automotive subsystems. This embedding of AI into the device itself is referred to as Edge-AI and is distinguished from AI services provided over a low-latency network link, better known as Mobile-Edge AI.
There is a role for both network-based and device-based AI, but it is the recent emergence of on-device implementations that is most exciting for CE engineers. Improvements in the computational and energy efficiencies of hardware AI accelerators over today's GPU-based solutions provides an ideal solution for challenging data-processing problems introduced by new battery-powered, wearable, and IoT devices.
In this paper, progress in Edge-AI over the past two years is reviewed and several examples of practical problems tackled with CNNs are outlined. Some are contributions made within our research team, others are drawn from the literature, but each example illustrates how CNNbased Edge-AI will be at the core of many new devices, systems, and services that emerge over the next decade.
EXAMPLE CE USE CASES AND DL SOLUTIONS
A good starting point is to consider how Edge-AI solutions can improve performance and operational efficiency to a point where the benefits outweigh the costs of incorporating an inference engine or platform into the system. Looking at the research literature and the evolution of consumer electronics products over the past decade, one area where DL can add value is in computer vision applications. The cost of a complete VGA camera module has dropped below $1.00 and the cost of adding a CMOS image sensor is almost negligible in today's devices. Thus, many interesting uses of Edge-AI focus on combining advanced image analysis capabilities with low-cost CMOS sensors. Following are some good examples of the associated CE applications that Edge-AI is enabling today.
Eye-Gaze Systems
A range of applications based on eye-gaze tracking in consumer platforms such as automotive (for driver monitoring), augmented and virtual reality (AR/VR) (for foveated rendering and immersive experiences), and smartphones and TV (for gaze-based user interfaces and saliency analysis of content) have been described in a recent review. 7 Recent research in this field includes the work presented by Lohmeyer et al.
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where gaze duration and patterns are used to assess how effectively users can operate a connected self-injection system. Similarly, the effectiveness of observation charts in a hospital is evaluated 9 by comparing user viewing patterns derived from eye tracking data. Eye movements and pupillary response are used as indicators of cognitive load. 10, 11 In the work of Przyby»o et al., 12 the influence of emotions on the visual acuity of users was studied, which showed that eye movements like fixations and saccades clearly respond to levels of stress. Eye gaze estimation is a "must have" feature for the latest driver monitoring systems (DMS) such as illustrated in Figure 1 and is crucial for the functioning of AR/VR systems. For these applications, deep learning can either be applied as an end-toend solution 13 or as a component of a more traditional gaze estimation pipeline, such as iris segmentation. 14, 15 End-to-end approaches to eye gaze estimation are state of the art for uncontrolled environments where the camera is at a distance, and such methods are closing the gap in AR/VR settings. 16 Real-world Edge-AI must balance accuracy requirements with power availability and speed. Typical Edge products have strict limits on the number of MAC operations per second, and these limits often preclude the use of the largest and most popular networks without significant optimization. Similar approaches can have vastly different performance. Many papers report performance on GPUs, but it is important to consider their speed on the low-cost commodity processors that are typical of Edge devices. For example, one published gaze estimation solution operates at approximately 120 fps on a GPU, but 0.0043 fps on an ARM processor (one frame every 4 min), while another network with similar accuracy runs at 92.59 fps on the same ARM processor, or 19 fps with 1.5% higher accuracy. 13 
Biometrics and Device Authentication
Biometric authentication has the potential to solve many pressing problems related to security and privacy for today's CE devices. 17 This can be seen in today's mobile devices, but the real breakthrough will come when biometric technology can be incorporated into lower power devices such as wearables and IoT peripherals. A key aspect here is that biometric acquisition and processing should occur on the device or peripheral to secure the biometric. [18] [19] [20] Realistically, this can only be achieved by leveraging Edge-AI to enable secure, energy-efficient authentication of the biometric. Automotive biometrics offer a compelling use case for Edge-AI. Our cars already have cameras to monitor the driver so it is straightforward to incorporate technology to verify driver identity. External cameras, for pedestrian detection can be repurposed for an initial authentication, supplementing today's keyless entry systems. In this use case, the key challenge is acquiring a biometric in unconstrained conditions. 21, 22 While facial biometrics offer a good level of verifiability, they are prone to attacks [23] [24] [25] and even iris biometrics can be challenged. 26, 27 Incorporating all the elements of a biometric authentication chain-unconstrained acquisition, liveness verification, and, finally, authentication of the registered biometric-requires significant computational resources and energy. Each of these elements can be tackled independently, and in parallel, by neural network-based solutions. As examples, large pose three-dimensional (3-D) facial segmentation, 28 facial segmentation and alignment 29 , and iris segmentation 14 can all be tackled with CNNs. Liveness detection is also receiving much attention from researchers. [30] [31] [32] [33] Biometrics is also important for wearable devices such as the one shown in Figure 2 . Consider the emerging category of AR and mixed-reality (MR) headsets where there is no keyboard. These devices must be connected to an online account. Fortunately, these AR/MR headsets must track eye-gaze to accurately render objects onto the real-world scene. To track eye-gaze, it requires a user-facing camera which monitors and segments iris and pupil regions (Figure 3 ) to determine eye-gaze. It is a straightforward task to add authentication of the segmented iris region. 34 Immersive Audio for MR Headsets MR implies combining a mixture of augmented visual elements with additional nonvisual sensory elements. In practice, audio augmentations can provide more compelling immersion than visual cues. However, maintaining the illusion of the real world when adding audio to the perceived environment is User-facing cameras for a mixed reality headset-courtesy of pupil-labs.com. 35 Edge-AI challenging. Each individual has a unique ear canal and our brains process and perceive audio in a highly personalized way. And our audio senses are attuned to visual cues, subconsciously anticipating changes in environmental acoustics. Thus, in a large cathedral, you expect echoes from your footsteps and voice; in a room with carpets and soft furnishings, the acoustics should be subdued. Thus, acoustic cues should adapt to the surroundings of an MR-headset, or the illusion of immersion is lost.
But energy usage on a headset is more critical than on a smartphone, providing another excellent use-case for Edge-AI: scene analysis 36, 37 and materials recognition 38 combined with depth 39, 40 can help build a detailed analysis of the surrounding acoustic environment. And with state-of-the-art Edge-AI, multiple neural networks can operate in parallel at a fraction of the power budget for a GPU.
Image Signal Processing Pipeline in a Camera
Processing the raw Bayer data from an image sensor is a classic example where camera engineers and photographic experts have devoted many years of effort to create a specialized image processing pipeline (IPP), illustrated in Figure 4 . Bryce Bayer's original patent 41 filed in 1976 is a classic example of an engineering compromise that works so well that it has become the basis of modern digital imaging. Until recently, this "magic" happened via complex set of image analysis and processing algorithms, the IPP. 42 But now, thanks to the magic of deep learning methodologies, it has become feasible to replace the IPP in an imaging system. This work began with the demosaicking step of image conversion, 43, 44 followed by the idea to replace the key steps of denoising and demosaicking from the IPP with a single CNN network. [45] [46] [47] Other authors have progressed to complete replacement of the IPP, 48 or alternatively, to learn the detailed camera model embodied in an existing IPP, 49, 50 which can lead to reprogrammable IPPs. Imagine that you can completely reprogram how your camera captures and develops raw images "on the fly." Well, this approach is beginning to make its way into actual products, so expect to see some exciting new features in higher end digital cameras shortly! Once you replace the IPP with a CNN, new ideas emerge such as "Learning to see in the dark." 51 In this particular example, researchers have used a CNN to solve a key challenge for 
CHALLENGES FOR AI DEPLOYMENTS IN CONSUMER ELECTRONICS?
Since our last article, there has been rapid progress with AI development, but many challenges specific to Edge-AI in consumer devices remain. Our recent work on a number of example CEdevice problems has highlighted these challenges.
Problem-Specific Nature of AI Solutions
Every practical problem that we solve with Edge-AI is a component of a larger problem set. Focusing on a specific problem typically allows the research engineer to accurately define the data characteristics and the criteria to solve that particular problem. Let us consider the task of iris authentication where there is a processing pipeline, as shown in Figure 5 .
Note that, in this sequence, some tasks can employ proven techniques such as iris-matching, deployed for more than two decades by the biometrics research community. However, the adoption of authentication on mobile and wearable devices introduces new tasks such as the segmentation and normalization of unconstrained iris regions to serve as input to established feature extraction and matching algorithms. These new challenges are crucial, and it is now well appreciated that iris segmentation is the predominant source of authentication error in mobile and wearable devices. 14, 21 Now, while deep learning is a powerful tool and can often achieve very impressive levels of accuracy, it is important to appreciate that neural networks can easily learn the wrong features from a poorly designed dataset and are vulnerable to adversarial attacks. This is a challenge we will return to later, and it remains an open-ended challenge.
Device-Specific Aspects
A unique aspect of applying deep learning techniques to consumer electronics is the device-specific nature of consumer data. Research has shown that images can be uniquely associated with a particular IPP. 49, 50 This observation applies across other sensing capabilities of consumer devices. Thus, the collection of data from any particular consumer device, be it video, audio, six-axis motion or other forms of data collection, invariably exhibits unique characteristics. Thus, to achieve optimal performance from a deep learning solution, the network should be trained on device-specific datasets. This is well known in the CE industry, where more traditional algorithms are tailored to individual models of production devices. In fact, variations in the manufacturing process, the local environment, or the calibration procedures applied can lead to differences in production batches of the same device. Thus, it is important to bear in mind that optimal performance of Edge-AI is achieved by tuning on device-specific data.
Conversely, a network that is tuned to a specific device may not perform well on other devices. While we have not explored this phenomenon across enough different problem cases, current experience suggests that a twostep approach makes sense. At stage one, a network is tuned on a generic dataset, representative of a range of similar data sensing systems (e.g., data acquired from multiple f2.0, 12 MP cameras). After this network is tuned to an acceptable level, then stage two involves additional tuning of some network layers on data from a specific production stream or batch of camera modules. Our experience shows that performance enhancements can be achieved, but the fine-tuned network cannot be used for other camera batches due to a loss of generality.
WHAT IS NEXT FOR EDGE-AI?
When we last considered the state-of-the-art, the AI-stick from Movidius was discussed as a practical example. Since that time, this company was acquired by Intel and a second generation of the AI-stick with enhanced performance is now available. There are now several other AI accelerators from mainstream players such as Nvidia's Jetson family of devices, and in mid- 2018 Google introduced an "Edge" version of its tensor processing unit. Outside of these mainstream players, there are many start-ups, spinouts, and in-house projects working to deliver new low-power neural network accelerators.
Very soon, many of our readers will be developing systems and products based on these new AI platforms. Edge-AI with the promise of intelligent devices that have minimal power requirements-some able to run on a coin-sized battery for months without replacement-allows new CE devices to have functionality that only last year would require a large, power-hungry GPU or an always-on cloud connection. Our group has had the opportunity to build some interesting prototypes with these hardware accelerators, and some of you may have attended our "hands-on" workshop at IEEE GEM 2018, which was a great success; you can view a Twitter "moment" of the conference. 52 In our current graduate program lab classes, we help students build a handheld computer-vision terminal that can implement the Yolo one-shot object detector. This runs happily at 30 fps on a Raspberry PI coupled with the Intel AI-stick. The age of embedded AI is now a practical reality. The open questions are how it will impact today's technology and what new challenges and opportunities the broader adoption of Edge-AI will bring.
Emerging Opportunities for Edge-AI
One area where Edge-AI will have enormous impact is on personal privacy. It is difficult to address privacy concerns when video data are constantly uploaded and processed in the cloud. By processing data on the device, one can avoid sending raw data over networks where it offers an attractive target for cyber criminals.
One example where Edge-AI will have a significant impact is in DMS, which will be mandated by the EU in 2022. These are already deployed in many high-end vehicles, and require devices that can instantly and intelligently react when a driver is distracted or impaired. They offer a stepping stone to fully autonomous vehicles, but pose a significant design challenge in the context of the EU's general data protection regulation (GDPR). While 5G technology can arguably perform the advanced processing required by DMS, this approach requires moving data off-vehicle with associated data security and privacy issues. In contrast, Edge-AI enables onboard data processing and can employ a secure compute-unit within the sensing subsystem. Placing computation as close as possible to the sensor reduces latency and costs while addressing privacy of data.
Other opportunities lie in new wearable devices and smart cities. A new generation of smart glasses (e.g., Magic Leap and Hollolens) and wearable audio enhancement devices, known as hearables, represent devices that can directly modify our perception of the surrounding environment. The computational requirements to achieve real-time perceptual analysis followed by a realistic blending of additional visual and acoustic elements into the user experience are beyond the capabilities of today's embedded-GPU solutions. The answer lies with the next generation of Edge-AI hardware accelerators that can achieve the required real-time data processing rates with levels of energy efficiency orders of magnitude lower than is possible today.
In smart cities, we have an urban environment permeated with ubiquitous networks of sensors and services, but this poses significant challenges. How can we authenticate individuals in such an environment to validate their access to services and, more importantly, how do we guard the privacy of individuals when their every move is tracked by a multitude of cameras and sensing technologies? Again, Edge-AI can offer new solutions. Biometric processing can be implemented within devices so that registered users can be authenticated without a global sharing of their biometric data. 53 Once we have authenticated individuals, they can be linked with a global-ID that is independent of the local device authentication using techniques such as blockchain or zeroknowledge proof. 54 Then, once the individual is globally authenticated, they can be flagged with a "do not track" marker and compliance with regulations such as GDPR can be explicitly recorded.
Challenges for Edge-AI
Undoubtedly, the greatest challenge for Edge-AI is in obtaining the large datasets that are needed to train deep neural networks. Data acquisition is time consuming, and every problem needs a ground truth to train against! Taking the iris segmentation problem as an example, every iris image should be marked-up with a ground truth. Even where some automated mark-up is possible, there must be a manual check to detect mark-up failures. This is very time-consuming, and the costs can quickly mount up for large datasets. This data bottleneck is a problem for all deep learning researchers, but more so for CE engineers who may need to adapt networks for multiple device models or in new use-case geometries such as off-axis iris authentication.
There are approaches that can help here, such as data augmentation ( Figure 6 ) where a seed-dataset is modified and transformed in particular ways to match the underlying problem, as is done in the case of iris segmentation. 14, 15 It has also been shown that we can train a network to learn how to make "new" data by combining existing samples in its convolutional layers. 55 Another technique that pairs two deep-learning networks in a configuration known as a generative adversarial network enables researchers to train a data generator that learns the key features of an existing dataset and can thus make "new" random data samples that match these. 56 Data curation is another major challenge. As mentioned in "Device-Specific Aspects," if data samples are not carefully chosen to match the problem at hand, then neural networks can easily learn incorrect features from the training dataset. For AI applications in CE devices, this dependence of the solution on the training data is both a challenge and an opportunity. The better aligned the training data is with the original sensor system, the more robust and accurate the trained network will be. For large research datasets, the training data are typically gathered by many devices and images are harvested from many online sources. If we consider the variety of video cameras used to create a collection of youtube videos, for example, it is easy to see that networks trained on such datasets will not be able to take account of device-specific characteristics.
Thus, the biggest challenge for Edge-AI is that of data. Improved tools and methodologies are needed to better support acquisition, annotation, and curation of training datasets. This is a fascinating topic and a follow-up article is planned to address it in more detail.
CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
A lot has happened in the last two years. Our research group has continued to work on a number of fascinating problems, leveraging deep learning techniques to achieve state-ofthe-art solutions. In parallel, many other researchers have been working on and solving a broad range of problems in computer vision, machine learning, signal processing, data analytics, and advanced sensor fusion, all of which have relevance to new and emerging CE devices and services.
There has been explosive growth in the use of deep learning and advanced neural network methodologies, and much of this research can be leveraged into new CE solutions. The challenge today for CE engineers and researchers is how to pick and choose across this vast array of possibilities and deliver practical and useful solutions that can meet the needs of consumers. . Novel data augmentation strategies can help grow the available training dataset for a specific problem; in this example, we show how iris data samples can be transformed to solve offaxis iris segmentation.
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